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Pitching for the Edinburgh Fringe works a little differently to our other pitch nights, as we

need more information from pitchers on how they plan to develop, promote and sell the

show in Edinburgh. This can sound pretty scary, so below we’ve outlined some important

information on the Fringe Festival, what to include in your pitch and what to consider for

the show itself.

For more information on how pitches work in general, see our QMTC Pitch Guide.

QMTC AT THE EDINBURGH FRINGE FESTIVAL

● The Edinburgh Fringe Festival is the world’s largest arts festival, with over 3000

shows and countless more comedy, creative and social events taking place  around

the city at the same time.

● Fringe 2022 will take place from 5th – 29st August, and QMTC will be attending  13th –

28th

● We take four shows every year, and each show is limited to a cast and creative team

of maximum 8 people. This includes yourself if you are planning to also direct your

show, any backstage crew you need and obviously, your actors!

● We put on all the shows with theSpaceUK @ Venue45, located just off the Royal

Mile, between 5-7pm every evening, 2 shows per night.

● This means your show will have a run of 6 performances with a show every other

evening, and you will be sharing the space not only with other QMTC members but

other theatre companies and those from the industry.

● Shows should be maximum 45 minutes to allow get-in and get-out time in between.

● Fringe shows have a larger budget than our shows throughout the year – we  will

expense up to £100 per show for props, costume and set

● Our accommodation is at Queen Margaret University in Musselburgh, a 10-

minute train journey or 30-minute drive outside of the Edinburgh city centre.

Every QMTC member on the trip is guaranteed an en suite room in a

6-person flat.

https://www.edfringe.com/
https://www.thespaceuk.com/


YOUR FRINGE PITCH

● You are encouraged to make a slideshow presentation to help illustrate your pitch.
You will have 10 minutes total, 5-7 for your pitch and the rest for questions. We also
ask that you make a video pitch that we can distribute to members who aren’t able
to attend pitch night.

● Your show must be an original script that has not been performed

anywhere before, including at Edinburgh Fringe. You can pitch a show

you’ve done with QMTC before provided there is a fundamental change

or development (eg extended running time, reworked script etc) - please

get in touch if you want further clarification about this.

● You will have a much longer rehearsal and development process for your

Fringe show than other QMTC productions, nearly 3 months, so be prepared

to talk about how you will use this time to create the best possible show.

● You must be aware when pitching that a Fringe show is for a primarily

commercial rather than artistic audience – meaning we are selling to the

public, not just friends and other university students. In the run-up to Fringe

the committee will be helping you set up social media accounts, designing

posters and flyers and finding reviewers for your shows, and members will

be  looking for shows that already have ideas for these.

● Advertising at Fringe also works differently – performers and artists take to

the Royal Mile, the biggest high street in Edinburgh, to flyer to prospective

audiences, and often put on short performances, songs or tableaus to attract

attention. Consider what potential advertising your show could do and

include it in your pitch.

● Have an idea of your staging. The venue plan is at the bottom of this

guide;  note Venue 45 is a thrust stage with limited exits/entrances and

four pillars  that cannot be used for set support, but can be integrated

into your show’s design.

● Travelling by coach to Edinburgh and the limited get-in and get-out time at

the venue means you must consider your set and prop transportability. You

are free to arrange your own transport via train or car if you wish, but you will

be covering this yourself

● Edinburgh isn’t just about the show – it’s also a two-week social event with 30 of

your friends in the company, as well as a chance to catch loads of new theatre,

explore the city and have a real touring show experience! The best Fringe directors

are those who genuinely want to make the trip the best time for their cast and crew,

and focus on their team’s wellbeing and compatibility.




